SHER-WOOD® KEMVAR® Plus

WE PROTECT YOUR MASTERPIECES.
Craftsmanship has a timeless appeal. Turning simple boards into a lasting
masterpiece takes a special vision and effort. When so much goes into the products
you create, finishing with a coatings system that provides superior protection and
lasting performance should be your only consideration. The Sher-Wood Kemvar Plus
finishing system is the perfect compliment
to your products, providing the advantage
of a high-build, high performance
conversion varnish system. The Kemvar Plus
surfacer has exceptional filling properties
and holdout, while the topcoat ensures a
smooth, non-yellowing finish. Together,
the topcoat and sealer provide the ultimate
finishing system for interior wood. Whether
cabinetry, furniture, or retail fixtures,
trust Sher-Wood Kemvar Plus for the
masterpieces you create.

SHER-WOOD® KEMVAR® Plus

• Total system thickness of 7.0
mils DFT
•	Non-yellowing finish
•	Excellent resistance to various
conditions:
- household chemicals
- moisture
- cold check
• Excellent toughness and
mar-resistance

The Next Generation of Protection

Your Perfect Finish

Sher-Wood Kemvar Conversion Varnishes
have long been recognized for superior
protection and lasting performance. The
Kemvar Plus pigmented finishing system
builds upon the Kemvar legacy, introducing
the next generation high-solids,
high-performance conversion varnish.

Sher-Wood Kemvar Plus Pigmented
Conversion Varnish system is available in a
broad array of colors to create a look as unique
as your work. With excellent resistance to the
wide range of conditions - household
chemicals, moisture, cold check - Kemvar Plus
delivers the performance needed for lasting
use. And the finishing system has excellent
toughness and mar-resistance, meaning that
nothing will compromise the finish of your fine
cabinetry, furniture, and other wood products.

The Benefits of Build
The high package solids of both the
surfacer and topcoat allow for a wide range
of reduction and application options. Both
the surfacer and topcoat can be applied at
higher film thicknesses, allowing more
flexibility in finish and appearance. The
excellent filling capabilities make the system
suitable for finishing solid hard and soft
woods, particle boards, medium density
fiberboard, and veneers. With a total
system thickness of 7.0 mils DFT, Kemvar
Plus provides exceptional hold-out and
sanding capabilities for the smoothest,
most desirable appearance.

The Complete Solution

For more information,
contact your Sherwin-Williams
representative or
call 1-800-524-5979
to have a representative
contact you.

A Sherwin-Williams finish is about more than just the product. With the largest distribution
network in North America and a rapidly growing global presence - we provide solutions
when and where you need them. Our network of facilities and sales representatives deliver
customized finish systems and the full range of equipment and supplies. Our team of
technical representatives and design engineering experts further support your business
with the knowledge and insight to improve your process. And our finish stylists and trend
forecasts are available to help you bring the customer preferences of tomorrow to life
today. Your finish should be a solution. For a Better Finish. Ask Sherwin-Williams.

oem.sherwin.com
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